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Johnny Depp Interview:
The Prophet does it again

V olume 7 2

N umber 22
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A fresh start

Voice o f the Students

Lacrosse Team seeks first
NCAA Tourney Appearance

T h u r sd a y , A p r il 8 ,1993

James “Appetite” Cotter elected SGA president
The Results:
President
Richard Kunze-294
Sam Rock-151
Jam es Cotter-529
George Calle-27
Vice president (write-ins)
Carmen Andrade-256
Natalie Vaccarro-277
Amaldo Cruz-53
Treasurer
Jam es Henaghan-739
Secretary
Liz Valandingham-767
Board of Trustees
Michael Costa-577
Gail Marcincin-335
Referendum question #1
Yes-408
No-556
Referendum question #2
Yes-465
No-495
Referendum question #3
Yes-579
No-390

Liz Valandingham, "Appitile" Cotter and James Henaghan
pose in the bathroom after their moment o f glory.

Wide area network of computers and resource
sharing are in the future of higher education
by Linda Naata
In an exclusive interview for
The Mootclarion last week N J.
Chancellor of Higher Education
Edward Goldberg said that by the
21st century, at least some portion
„ p f Montclair State College students
could be studying at home via com
puter from faculty members around
the globe. The chancellorcxplained
why colleges need to consider the
controversial “resource sharing”
strategy, and said that hope for qual
ity higher education system in the
future depends on intense planning
and an increase in public advocacy
for funding.
“1 see quite a different high
er education system in the year
2000,” said Goldberg, who feels
that technology is forcing a change
in the way that as many as 20 per
cent of students can leam by com
puter'from home, they could access
the resources of institutions world

things that M ontclair
wide: University of Cal
State University will be
ifornia at Berkely, Ox
doing in the year 2000,”
ford or even Cairo Uni
said the chancellor.
versity, said the chancel
To Goldberg,
lor.
part of the key to en
“ Some place
hancing the future lies in
there is that professor
intense planning today—
who in past years may
“with nothing ruled out
have come to Montclair
tostart.” His ideas, along
State College as a visit
with strategics being de
ing professor, but they
veloped in planning at
had to come physically
both state and instiutionto MSC. Now they can
al levels, will shape the
come, even today, elec
vision of higher educa
tronically,” said Gold
tion. Goldberg said that
berg, pointing out that
financial pressures in the
the college would only
90’s and beyond the year
need to purchase one
2000, will force schools
third of the faculty mem
N
J.
Chancellor
of
Higher
Education,
to continue to re-arrange
ber’s time.
Edward
Goldberg
the
ir priorities, and called
‘I f that was done
N J . higher education an
on a somewhat wide
“under-funded, under
spread basis at MSC, we
would have a radical change at MSC. In fact, it may be one of the built system” made of institutions

which “may no longer aspire to be
all things to all people.”
“We need to seriously ex
plore alternatives to what we cur
rently do. The reason we need to
explore radical change is to make
sure that, with whatever resources
we get, we deliver the best and
widest set of services to students,”
Goldberg said.
The chancellor believes that
a quality system of higher educa
tion in the year 2000 is not possible
without some facet of “resource
sharing.” Resource sharing is a
controversial idea that calls for in
stitutions to share administrative
and student services, equipment
and even faculty. People on cam
pus have been concerned over how
it would work, since jobs, student
services, andcampuslife as a whole
Pteaae turn to FUTURE page 3

“It sucks
-anonymous SGA President
Instead of loving it, hating it or just reading it, RUN IT.

The Montclarion is holding its
Editorial Board Elections
on April 21, 1993 at 7:00 p.m. in room 113 of the
Student Center Annex.
Editor-in-chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
N ew s Editor
Editorial Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Campus Life Editor
Sports Editor
Production Editor
Photo Editor
Many Asst. Positions may
also be available.
Sign-up sheet w ill be posted
on door on April 14.
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ABC News political
Lost key causes
correspondant speaks at MSC all locks to be
b y Dan H ansen
Jeff Greenfield, political cor
respondent for ABC News shared
his views on the relationship be
tween the media and politics, as
the secondNicholas Martini Cen
ter for Public Policy lecturer last
Thursday night.
The speech was presented
in the Student Center Ballrooms
attended by anestimated 500 peo
ple including faculty members,
students and others.
Greenfield was introduced
by Dr. William Beilin, Director
o f the Nicholas Martini Center.
He continued to say that there is
a general belief that the way you
understand pol itics is through the
lenses of the media. There are no
politics unless it happens on the
mass media. After spending
many years in politics and in
covering them, he feels that the
media is less important in pick
ing who gets elected and why,
than die media the politicians
and the candidates based on issues
o f personal, local and national in
terest.
Greenfield’s next point was
the premise that politicians go
where the voters are. In the old
days, politicians went to the tav
erns, the church socials, picnics,

etc. If the voters were home in
front of their radios and TVs, that
was where the candidates were.

The networks controlled what was
on and when it was on. If you were
not home you missed it. When
satellites were place din orbit, they
broke the monopoly that the net
works had on the media. Today,
with cable, VCRs, satellite dishes,
and other conveniences of televi

F U T U R E . frompage 1
may be at stake.
Goldberg admitted that the
idea of resource sharing is fright
ening at first, but he feels that as
institutions continue with their
planning processes, they will real
ize that they have to share special
ized areas with other schools.
"It’s hard to look at re
source sharing without specific
analysis,” said the chancellor. For
example, Goldberg said that mon
ey could be saved if schools shared
inexpensive database service rath
er than purchasing it on their own.
The chancellor said that
fears over resource sharing should
not prevent its being considered
asa possible way of delivering the
best services available to students
within given resources. He point
ed out that as a result of funding
shortages, adjunct professors cur
rently staff 50 percent of courses
offeredatstate colleges. The chan
cellor feels that, given the opportu
nity, students would travel to an
other school if it meant learning
from a full-time faculty member.
“On one hand we are argu
ing that we need to do more intense
planning and look at some things
we wouldnot have looked atpreviously. The other half of the story is
that we need to increase advocacy
for higher education,” said Gold
berg. He said that at the moment,
the people who speak primarily
about funding are the college pres
ident and the chancellor.
■“We need to turn around
and see close to a million people

behind us,” said Goldberg. His
appeal is directedto people with an
interest in ensuring the future of
higher education in New Jersey:
students (of all ages), state em
ployees and hundreds of thousands
who serve on advisory committees
for various programs.
“We know that just the pres
ident and the chancellor cannot
effectively help in gaining the re
sources they need,” said Goldberg.
“We need help from one of those
million people."
In an open letter dated
March 1993, to students, parents
and alumni of New Jersey colleges
and universities, the chancellor
asked for assistance in getting leg
islatio n approved in com ing
months that says, “will offer pro
found benefits to students, institu
tions and New Jersey’s economy,
both now and into the next centu
ry ”
If the legislation is not en
acted, Goldberg says, we will have
no one to blame but ourselves.

sion, people are discussing things
on the air that they would nc* have
dreamed of years earlier.
These things have
created a “new" media
which does not confine a
candidate to just the three
networks. In the 1988
campaign the average
sound bite for a major par
ty candidate was nine and
a half seconds. Candidates
in the 1992 campaign be
came this “new” media af
ter learning people were
home, but had different
viewing habits from the
previous elections.
Clinton was able to
benefit from and is very
com fortable w ith this
change in the media. His
being on television is sim
ilar to Franklyn Roos
e v e lt’s fireside chats.
G reenfield feels that
Clinton is not good in formal news
settings and feels that he gave a
bad acceptance speech at the Dem
ocratic Convention, a poor Inau
gural Speech and broke every rule
in the book by ad -libbing one-

Pfeeae turn to SPEECH page 4

changed in
Blanton Hall
by Dawn Faktor
I

Due to a missing key, all of
the locks in Blanton Hall were
changed by last Monday, said As
sistant Director for resident hall
facilities, Doug Cooper.
Blanton Hall residents re
ceived a letter last week informing
them that the locks would be
changed as a precautionary mea
sure. “We haven’t verified wheth
er the key was misplaced or not. If
there are any suspicions, we like to
take action as soon as possible”,
said Cooper.
Three hundred and fifteen
locks were changed by Monday.
The procedure took 12 hours and
cost $ 180. The cost was labor only,
due to the fact that there was an
extra set o f locks available, said
Cooper.
Blanton Hall Resident As
sistant, Doug Merrit, helped hand

out the new keys. ‘I t did inconve
nience me as an R.A., because it
got hectic. I felt bad for the stu
dents because they had to wait in
long lines and they didn’t even
lose their keys. I still feel better
because I ’d rather be inconve
nienced than have some stranger
walking around with access to all
o f the rooms”, said Merrit.
The 3 master keys must be
signedcrutby thclocksmithinBohn
Hall. “Only two people have ac
cess to the master keys, myself and
the locksmith”, said Cooper. The
keys are kept in a room which is
protected by a burglar alarm and
motion detector.
“In the future we will try to
keep better accountability of the
master keys as far as quantity and
location” , said Cooper.

Defective emergency
phones and snow
piles delay students’
quest for help
•Student had to scale mound o f snow to reach phone
by Paul Em il Sahar
and Kelly J. Schab
A defective em ergency
phone and snowbanks blocking
emergency phones in a Quarry
parking lot below Bohn Hall al
legedly delayed twoMSCstudenls
whose car door locks were frozen
on March 18.
The two commuters, Evan
geline Kartanos and Ann Marie
Vitale, gave the follow ing account:
They climbed a snowbank to get
to a broken emergency phone af
ter a stranger unsuccessfully tried
to open Kartanos’s doors. They
cl imbed a snowbank and reached
an operator on the next emergen
cy phone. The operator told them
to look for a police car in lot 23.
They reached the policeman and
he told them to get de-icer or hot
water. He didn’t physically try to
open the car doors.

Vitale said that the police
man treated them “ J ik e two idi
ots.” “God forbid we were getting
mugged. There are simple things
to prevent this,” Kartanos said.
Concerning the students’
complaints, S gt. Debra Newcombe
said, “I have no comment on this
matter until a formal complaint is
made [by them at campus police
headquarters.]”
Newcombe said that cam
pus police submits a weekly report
of the status of all the emergency
phones on campus to the director
of information services, Ed Buscavage.
In regard to the status of the
phones in the Quarry lots, Buscavage said, “One emergency phone
is broken in Quarry. Repairs are
made within 24 hours [after it is

reported broken by campus po
lice.] [The broken phone that Kar
tanos and Vitale tried] was proba
bly fixed and broken again.”
Commenting on the alleged
blocking of the emergency phones
by the plowed snowbanks, the as
sistant director o f maintenance,
Tom Stepnowski said, ‘W e can
handle snowstorms that are under
12 inches. It became very difficult
to find places to put all the snow
that had accumulated from the bliz
zard.”
Kartanos and Vitale said that
they got hot water from Vitale’s
grandparents’ house and opened
the car doors around 10 p.m. They
said that this was two hours after
they arrived at the parking lot.
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Campus Police
Report
com piled by Kelly J . Schab

Unlicensed Driver
3/31 An employee was
seen illegally operating a motor
vehicle along Heating Plant Way,
lot 30 and Webster Road. The in
vestigation found that his license is
revoked, he has fictitious plates
and his car is unregistered. His car
was towed and he was given nu
merous summons for motor vehi
cle violations.
Theft
4/1 A student reported
the theft of her bag. She left it
accidentally at the bus stop at the
comer o f College Ave. and Heat
ing Plant Way.
4/1

Three residents of

Clove Road reported that, coming
back after three hours, they found
their apartment ransacked and an
old stereo cassette player stolen.
They returned at 10:15 pm and
reported it at 1:15 am. The last
person to leave the apartment
wasn’t sure if she locked the door
and there was no sign of breaking
or entering. None of their jewelry
or cash was stolen and the incident
was thought to be a prank.
4/5
Two Blue Shield
licenses were stolen from the heat
ing plant by two employees.
Damaged School Property
4/1 An officer observed
a member of the faculty breaking a

gate arm in order to park his car in
a lot. The gate card re ader had been
broken and the member of the fac
ulty broke the gate arm to get in.

Fire Alarm
4/2 The fire alarm in
Webster Hall went off at 12 noon.
There was no indication as to what
the problem was.
4/5 A Bohn Hall fire alarm
was set off at 1 pm.

Suspicious Activity
4/5 A patrolling officer
found cue male sitting in the pas
senger seat of a vehicle in lot 23.
As the officer approached the car,
another male came out of the bush
es carrying an open beer can. The
officer asked for identification from
the second male who was operat
ing the vehicle, but the driver tried
to flee the scene. The officer persued the vehicle and eventually
stoppedthe vehicle and issued a
summons to the non-student driv
er.

M otor Vehicle Theft
4/4 A car was stolen
between 5 pm and 9:30 pm out of
lot 21.

THE BEST REVIEWED
FILM OF THE YEARV
THIS IS AN AMAZING
OF ENTERTA
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fourth of his State of the Union
Address.
Greenfield stated that gener
ally third party candidates do not
do well in elections, and he thought
this would be especially true with
Ross Perot. He felt that, ‘I t was
apparent that this is a man whose
seat back and tray table were not in
the full and upright position." The
press’ view ofPerot did not matter,
how ever; because o f people
watched and voted for him. It
seemed that voters were looking
for different ways ether than the
standard three networks for find
ing the candidates said Greenfield.
After the speech, there was
a question and answer period.
Greenfield was asked whether or
not, the media leaks too much in
formation concerning national con
cerning security matters. Green
field said no, the press holds back
more than you know.
Another question was:
should the Supreme Court repre
sent the country? He answered
that they are there to guard the
constitution. How would you rep
resent the country with only nine
people? It would be a fool’s er
rand, said Greenfield.
He askedabout the standards
used to cover candidates because
not everyone gets equal coverage
and explained that a candidate
needs to show substantial support
to receive coverage.
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Helps You Prepare
for the GRE
and the GMAT
Seton Hall University offers a full 30 hours
of content review to help you prepare for
the June 5 Graduate Record Examination
(GRE) or the June 19 Graduate Manage
ment Admission Test (GMAT).
Classes meet on the South Orange Campus
on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., on
May 1 ,8 ,1 5 , and 22.
You may opt for a review of
math only or verbal only.

For More Information

(201) 761-9430

CONTACT: JEAN M. LILLEY, MANAGER OF HUMAN RESOURCES
(908) 709 - 3291
WANTED: ONE TIME FULLTIME SUMMER MEMBER SERVICE REP
(TELLER)
DESCRIPTION: Qualified candidates will posess a minimum of six months cashering
and public contact experience, preferably with a financial institution. Familiarity with
personal computers and CRTs helpful.
INTERESTED??? Please send resume to adress and contact name listed above or
come and fill out an application. Interviews will be done on campus some time in
April.
DIRECTIONS: From Montclair take the Garden State Parkway south to exit 137.
Bear right. You will pass a Dairy Queen and a Dunkin Donuts on your right hand side.
We are a short distance up on your left. Park in rear of the building and tell the
receptionist you would like to fill out an application. Total distance from Parkway exit
is approximately four tenths of a mile.

ARE YOU A UNIQUE PERSON
LOOKING FOR A
NONTRADITIONAL JOB?
N K Lawn & Garden Co., a leader in the lawn and garden industry for
over 100 years, has an excellent opportunity for you.
■ Develop your skills in territory management and
Marketing/Sales, and expand your organizational abilities
while working independently
■ Earn performance incentive payments plus a monthly salary
■ The opportunity to travel or work locally (positions
available throughout the United States)
■ A new company van, paid business expenses, and a daily
living allowance
■ Expense paid training provided
If this sounds exciting, then look into becoming an NK Summer
Retail Service Representative. You will call on existing NK Lawn
& Garden retail garden seed customers to inventory and return
unsold products, provide customer service, and re-book the
account for the next season. An NK representative will be
conducting on-campus interviews the week of April 19th. See the
Career Placement office for further information or call
1-800-545-6093 and ask for Retail Services.

NK LAWN & GARDEN CO.
_________ An equal opportunity employer
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RE-OPENING
Newly Renovat^c

(201) 890-1287

For First Time Members Only
POLICEMEN, FIREMEN,
STUDENTS RATE
3 MONTHS - $69
6 MONTHS - $99
1 YEAR - $189
SPECIAL RATE
3 MONTHS- $89
6 MONTHS - $129
1 YEAR $239
• OFFER EXPIRES MAY 1 ,1 99J

• New State of the Art
Equipment:CYBEX
BOD YMASTER,
HAMMER STRENGTH
• Mew Aerobic Center
• Free Weights and
Cardiovascular Equipment
• ProShop
• Juice Bar
• Tanning Facility
• Air Conditioning
• One On One Training
• Gift Certificates
Available
• Special Rates for
Policemen, Firemen and
Students
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W ITH COUPON ONLY

FROM 46 W. - Exit at McBride Ave./Go down ramp - Turn right at first traffic light, turn right
onto Lackawanna Ave. M id-block turn right to Lackawanna Park Complex.
FROM 46 E. - Exit at West Paterson/LIttle Fall^Go down ramp - Turn left onto McBride Ave.
At traffic light, turn right onto Lackawanna Ave. Mid-block turn right to 86 Lackawanna Park
Complex.
FROM 80 W. - Exit 55A/Go down ramp onto Union Blvd. Turn left at traffic light onto
Lackawanna Ave. Go past blinker and after traffic light turn right into 86 Lackawanna Park
Complex.

HOURS: Mon-Fri. 6:00 am.-10.00 pm. • Sal. 9:00 a.m.-5:00p.m. • Sun. 11DOa.m.-4:00p.m.

Atx
would like to
welcome
KELLY DUGAN
the Pi Pledge
claee of Alpha
lota Chi
into our sorority !
Cong rad ulation 6 kelly you
did a g reat job !
We love you !
The s is te rs of AIX !
^ ^ ^ ^ A D n s a jc la s s J IIo ^ a n iz a tio ^ ^ G A j^ ^ ^

Senior Party Cruise '93
F r id a y , A p ril 2 3
Circle Line
H a rb o rsid e F in a n cia l C e n te r
J e r s e y C ity, NJ
B o a rd in g T im e: 9 : 3 0 p .m .
S a ilin g T im e: 1 0 : 0 0 t o 1 :0 0 a .m .
MSC STUDENTS: $ 7 .0 0
NON-MSC STUDENTS: $ 1 0 .0 0
BU S TRANSPORTATION AVAILABLE

Senior Committee is a part of the SGA Inc.

Benny, Joon and The Prophet!
W elcome, loyal readers, to another captivating installment o f PROPHET BIGG! Well, I have quite a treat for you this week. W hile the majority
o f you were enjoying a nice spring break, the Prophet was hard at work. During the break, I went to Manhattan to attend the screening o f Benny & Joon,
MGM’s latest film which stars Johnny Depp, Mary Stuart Masterson and Aidan Quinn. The film was directed by Jeremiah Chechik w ho’s other major
film success was National Lampoons Christmas Vacation.
After watching the film, which, by the way, was both funny and entertaining, low and behold who should walk in but Johnny Depp, Mary Stuart
Masterson, Aidan Quinn and Jeremiah Chechik! They took seats at a table in front o f the screens room and took some questions...
Q. What’s it like to break out o f the “Teen Idol” status?
Johnny Depp- Well, it’s important for me to break any labels, any names they give you to sell a product.
Q. How did you prepare for the character o f Joon?
M ary Stuart M asterson-1 had to base what I did on a fact finding mission about mental illness. I did the research one has to do, but it was interesting
trying to fit that into the context o f the story without getting into the downside. And also getting into this world o f the way she sees things was really
interesting to me. I discovered I’d rather see the world more like her.
Q. You did a lot o f painting in the role o f Joon. Have you continued to paint, even as only a hobbie?
M M . It’s definitely not something that would, uh, sell. (Laughter) I would not say any galleries are barking up my tree. I painted a little for the film,
but I didn’t learn how and study.
Q. What do you look for in scripts?
JD . W ell, you read a lot o f stuff. Formula scripts, ya know, the same old stuff over and over. Usually, it’s something I respond to. Like Sam. (Depp’s
Character in Benny & Joon ) It was a great opportunity to be totally irresponsible.
Jerem iah Chechik. Type casting. (Laughter)
JD . Just sort o f a chance to bounce off the wall for a little while. Have fun.
Q. Did you watch any Buster Keaton films to prepare for the role o f Sam?
JD . Yeah. I watched a whole lot o f Buster Keaton’s movies to study him.( Pause) I don’t know what else to say. (Laughter)
Q. What life experiences in your own life have brought you to play such strong, rebellious, not in the norm roles?
M M . Private school. (Laughter) Johnny?
JD . I’m damaged. (Laughter) I’m ill. I don’t know.
M M . I think when something is predictable, I don’t get it. So when something comes along that’s interesting and specific, got a lot o f colors to it,
that gets me all excited and I want to be involved. And in this case, just look at these people. (Motions to her fellow panel members). This is a good reason
to spend a few months acting.

Save America's
Forests
by Carol Palladino
“Save the Rainforests” is a
phrase which we have all become
familiar with over the past several
years. Concern over the depletion
of the rainforests has reoeivedmuch
publicity. An all out campaign to
save the forests against clearcutting has been launched because it
is not only the trees that are disap
pearing, but an entire ecological
system.
This campaign is promising,
but what about the forests in our
own country? Surprisingly enough,
our forests face a similar fate, and are
actually being destroyed twioe as rap
idly as die rainforests in Brazil.
America was once a land of

Less than 5% of the
nation's original old
growth forests still
exist today
immense forests. In fact, less that
5% of the nation’s original old
growth forests still exist today. Of
the few that have survived, only
1% are protected from the logging
industry and the rest are scheduled
for elimination.
Who would allow such prac
tice? Private timber companies are
given permission to cut in our Na
tional forests by the U.S. Forest
Service. Taxpayer money subsi
dizes their clearcutting, the main
technique used for logging on our
public lands. This technique is
harmful to the natural biodiversity
of the region who depend on the
trees for survival. In many logging
operations
w hich em ploy
clearcutting„as much as 66% of
the wood is left as debris or resi
due, a phenomenal waste of our
precious resources. Another prob
lem clearcutting creates is soil ero
sion. In a healthy forest, 3% of rain
is lost to surface runoff whereas
60% is washed away in a clear cut
area. Most of the nutrients and
topsoil are eroded away, making it

impossible for remaining vegeta
tion to exist or to grow back. Mean
while, this runoff deposits itself in
streams, a direct cause to the de
clining number of salmon.
One “solution” to these prob
lems has been tore pi ant tree farms.
These even-age farms consist de-’
1iberately of monocultures w ith 1ittle or no underbrush due to pesti
cide use, a far cry from a natural
forest teaming with life.
As concerned citizens fight
to protect national, “protected”
forests, a vicious debate has heated
up between the environmentalists
and the timber industry. Loggers
argue that protecting the forests
will cause unempicymeil and accuse
the environmentalists ofloving nature
more than people. What they don’t
tell you is that mechanization and
exportation of whole unprocessed
logs is by far the larger cause of
unemployment within the industry
.Or that private lands are not be ing
managedfertin iiei becau.se it’s cheap
er to log on public lands.
A resolution to these con
flicts has been proposed by Con
gressman John Bryant (D-TX) in
the form of The Forest Biodiversi
ty and Gearcutting Prohibition Act.
This bill would end clearcutting
and be replaced by a process called
selection management where the
removal of trees would be periodic
andoccuronly insmall groups. No
large openings in the forest would
be cut and no more than 30% of the
forest community would be de
stroyed over 30 years.
This proposal is ideal. Not
only is selection management more
job intensive, native biodiversity
can be maintained, soil erosion will
cease and the overall integrity of
National forests will be upheld.
The time to act is now, be
fore the small remains of our for
ests are gone forever. If you care
about thcenvironmenl.endangered
species, or the American work in
dustry, then you should write to
your Representatives and ask them
to support the Forest Biodiversity
and Clearcutting Prohibition Act.

A Plea for Sustainability
by Dawn Kelly
Science now can only be considered a fraction science since the
extinction of plants, bugs and animals. We will never know what we
missed, what we altered or what we could have been if we only walked
more cautiously andrespected all the life that was around us. The forests,
the wilderness are the well spring of life. The place where all life evolves.
The more we proceed to develope for profit sake instead of sustainabil
ity, the more we will limit our futures.
If we can’t think in terms of saving the forests for the sake of the
life that is in it, you will be forced to concede something must be done
for humanities sake. Did you know they found a tree in Cambodia which

Green Appreciation
by Tim Lawton
lean remember more by feel
ing than by actuality back to when
I was three and four. Those warm
er times of year when I went for
walks with my great-grandfather
and played in my backyard. He

and my mom tended to the garden
and here and there I would pull a
few weeds thinking I was helping.
Flowerslinedthe garden and
every side of the house. Our yard
was wild with flamboyant reds,

FOREST GLOSSARY
Clearcutting - the method of logging a forest so that all
or most of the trees are cut down immediately or within a few
years.
Even-age farm ing - plots of clearcut land are replanted
with monocultures, all the same age. There is no diversity of life.
Biodiversity - a variety of living organisms
Selection M anagem ent - the method of cutting only
individual or small groups of trees in a healthy natural forest at
periodic intervals.
showed promising pharmacuetical benefits for the HIV infection only
to go back and discover it was no longer there? And what about the Yew
tree of the Pacific Northwest which for years was considered a trash tree
by the timber industry but is now found to contain within its baric the
most promising cure for ovarian cancer?
Please get involved. Let your representative know what you
think. You put them in office, you pay their salary and they are there
to serve you. Don’t be intimidated, just write a letter. Our National
forests, subsidized by taxpayers money are being clearcut at nonsustainablc rates. It is estimated that if we continue at these rates, the mere
5% of wilderness areas now left will be gone withinlO years.

pinks, gold violet, and just about
every other color in the spectrum
graced our suburban [dot. Rose
bushes were a specialty of my great
grandfather, he would bind, prune
and care for them so they burst
with blooms every year.
He liked to take me to his
friends house up the street on our
way to the cemetery for walks.
Our street was a tunnel under the
canopy of maples he planted some
fifty years before. They stood tall,
gently swaying in the warm breeze
rustling their leaves.
I remember the wooden gate
we went through to get to the cem
etery. We walked around talking
andenjoying the scenery. Then we
rested under a tree. He used to tell
me that the trees are alive, that
they know. Do not pick their bark
or leaves and do not snap their
branches. He would explain they
could feel pain and these parts of
them were just like my arms and
skin were part of me. Then some
days in the cool shade we’d fall
asleep.
At 9 2 1 figure he must have
known a lot about what really mat
ters in life. But now the street is
barren except for the occasional
tree. The bumps in the sidewalk
where the kids jumped their bikes
have been smoothed. They cut the
parts o f the trunks that ooozed over
the sidewalk away. The trees can
look wilted during the summer and
their roots are all covered by tar
and concrete. They fight to get
enough water in that strip of grass
between the sidewalk and curb.
Circular scars show where the trees
have lost branches to make way for
the wires that criss-cross the road.
The temperature sears in the
hot summer sun beating off the
sweltering pave. It’s hard to look
at the houses reflecting the sunrays. Deep burrows and rotted
stumps marie where most of my
grandpa’s trees were. Yet some
are still left. Marry are sick and
their branches, mainly at the top,
are turning black and becoming
sparse. The neighbors know well
the remaining icons he planted
nearly 65 years ago, but they are
just getting used to the springly
young saplings I put in these past
last two years.
Only by my part of the street
does it ever seem to get any green
er, yet still things aren’t quite the
same. The cacophony eminating
from route 80 at the end of the
block has kind of taken the sooth
ing quality from the rustle of the
leaves. I wish more people could
know and feel the life that is dying
within these trees.
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around campus...
Do you think Automatic Teller Machines
are safe?

K

Yeah, O f course they're safe.
Who is gonna be stupid enough to
mess with me.
Ken Turash
Physical Education, Senior

In my opinion, Mac machines
are safe. Being that the system is com
puterized, adequate measures are
taken.

I think the door should lock after
each person enters. There should be
adequate lighting and an emergency
phone in the enclosure.
Diane Lojek
Undeclared, Junior

Anita Farro
Marketing, Senior

Without disrespecting the integ
rity o f the Mac, putting money in is no
trouble. It's when I take all my money
out that gives me problems. That's
what is truly dangerous.
George Blue
Women Studies, Senior

V * il.
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Social
4/7 Phi Alpha Psi is having
an "Easter Keg Hunt" party.
4/8 Sigma Delta Phi and
Alpha Phi Delta mixer at W il
liam Paterson.
4/8 Alpha Phi Omega, Jer
sey City State Chapter is having
a party at 8 p.m. at Park Tavern,
West Side A ve., Jersey City.
4/10 Psi Sigma Phi will be
having a party for its pledges in
Jersey City.
4/16 Phi Beta Sigma and
O.S.A.U are having a Baby Punk
Rock Party in the Student Center
ballrooms.
4/17 Lambda Theta Alpha
is having a party co-sponsored
by Lambda Theta Phi in Club
Little Shields in Newark.
4/30 Lambda Sigma Upsilon is having a party at FDU
(teaneck campus). $3. forGreeks,
$4 with college ID.

nn
Fundraising
Delta Xi Delta coupon books
are still on sale. Only $5. See any
sister.
Alpha Omega will be raffling
off a jar o f condoms after Easter
Break. See any sister for details.
Tau Kappa Epsilon is sponsor
ing a pizza raffle for a dollar. You
can win 10 pizzas with delivery. Stop
at the table or see any brother for a
ticket. The pizza is from Pizza 46.
Phi Sigma Sigma is selling Eas
ter egg gifts for pick-up delivery.
One dollar each stop at the table or
see a sister.
Sigma Tau Nu is sponsoring
"Mascot o f the Month". The organi
zation who deposits the most money
in support o f its mascot will receive
an airbrushed portrait o f its mascot.
Zeta Phi Beta will be selling
M&M candy during April and May.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is selling
lollipops for its philanthropy. One
for 75 cents or two for $1.

Going Greek is com ing
April 1 and is sponsored by Sigma
Delta Phi.
Tau Phi Beta is selling cou
pon books in Blanton Hall.
Theta Kappa Chi is selling
Reeses Peanut Butter cups. Stop
by the table or see any sister if
interested.
Delta Kappa Psi is selling
Spring Break T-shirts.
Sigma Alpha Iota is selling
bagels and coffee every Monday
from 9-12 in the music building.
Alpha Iota Chi will be hav
ing a bagel sale in Partridge Hall
on Tuesdays.
Sigma Sigma Sigma is hold
ing a raffle for a free manicura.
Each ticket is $50. See any sister
or stop by our table in the Student
Center.
Theta Kappa Chi is selling
50/50 raffle tickets. Stop by the
table or see a sister if you are

interested.
Sigma Tau Nu is holding a
raffle for one month unlimited
tanning. Each ticket is $1.

Sigma Psi Phi and Psi Sigma
Phi is participating in the Makea-W ish Foundation B ow l-A Thon on April 25.
Alpha Phi Omega is spon
soring a blood drive on April 27
and 28 from 10 to 4 p.m. in the
Student Center, Room 126.
Tri Sigma is participating in
Walk America. Sigma serves children-play therapy.
Zeta Phi Beta will be giving
an Easter egg hunt for the chil
dren o f the Isaiah House, East
Orange, N.J. on Friday, April 9.
Zeta Phi Beta w ill be giving
and taking donations o f clothing
for Kettlie Baguidy and family,
the victims o f a home fire.
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Exams Getting You Down?
Don't Push the Panic Button!

Is No

PUSH

Ladies 18 to Party
21 to Drink
Men 21 & Over!

Get Help at the
College Tutorial Center
The Tutorial Center offers a vqrjety ¿pf, ^e/vices to
M ontclair students. T u to rir^ g ^ |^ ^ ||p jm iT in most
academic areas. There is ^ fo .c h a ilie fo r the service.
Master Tutors and Pee/ Tutors are available in most of
the disciplines. Assistance can be on a weekly basis for
individual tutoring and/or walk-in for questions and
problems,

$2.00 Long Neck» &
$1.00 Shot Spedala

HOURS:

NIGHT!
With DJ John Cleolo
PKytng an mun* mix
of modem Aparty rockt

Monday

Tuesday

9 -6

9 -5

Wednesday
9 -7

Thursday
9 -7

Location: L ow er Level o f Building E
Phone: 8934364

Free admission w ith ad
The Global Education Center

The Department of Economics and Finance

Office of the President, Montclair State

School of Business Administration, Montclair State

ERAF
C anter For Econom ic Research on A frica

School of Business Administration

present:

Promoting Human Resource Development in Africa
Seventh International Conference
Panel Presentations by:

Ishrat Z. Husain,

chiet
Human Resources Division
Technical Department, Africa Region
The World Bank, Washington, D.C.

Carl V. Schieren, Jr.

, Vice President

Guy Schulders,

Education and Training Programs
The African-American Institute
New York, New York

Jerome Wolgin,

Director
Office of Technical Analysis
Technical Support, Africa Bureau
Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C,

Director
Centre d'Economie Française
University of Jena and University of Paris I
Paris, France

Invited Delegate Representative
Division of Human Resources
African Development Bank
Abidjan,
Cote d'Ivoire

Keynote Luncheon Address:

Ruth Bamela Engo-Tjega
Senior Liaison Officer, Office of the Director-General
Development and International Economic Cooperation
United Nations, New York, New York

Monday, May 10,1993

Registration in Russ Hall

Student Center Ballrooms A, B, and C
8:30 a m. -3:00 p.m.

Economics and Finance Dept., Room 206
Telephone: 893-5255

Conference and Luncheon Fee:
$15.00 with valid Montclair State I.D., payable to Montclair State
Registration Deadline: April 25
This announcement has been sponsored by the Economics and Finance Society of Montclair State, a Class II Organization of the SGA
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PROPHET, from page 7
Q. In the film, it appears that
Sam also has some kind of psychi
atric disorder. Why was it not la
beled?
J C . The film you have
watched is a fable. Part of it is
obviously rooted in a heightened
reality sense o f a magic realism.
But the other part is really related
in a sort of modem myth. People
used to sit around and look at bon
fires and tell stories. I can identify
what Sam is technically. H e’s a
severe dyslexic. I mean, that’s what
he is. Is it relevant to the story that
you’ve seen? No. Not really. Sam
represents an angel in this place.
The disorder explanation would
just take away from the main story.
Q. Which was tougher, your
role in this or your role in At Play
In the Fields o f the Lord?
Aldan Quinn. It’s hard to
compare. At Play was six months
in the Amazon Jungle. (Laughter)
But the making of this film was far
and away much more enjoyable
and there was a lot more laughter
and more comradery. I loved that
role in A t Play. As Tom Waits said
it's like being in a kitchen, the
windows are closed and a lot of
vegetables are boiling. (Laughter)
So, its hard to compare the two.
Q. Do you have any sib
lings?
AQ. Yes. I have three broth
ers and one sister.
Q. Did that help with the
role?
AQ. Yes, I ’m a big sucker
for any story that’s about a family
and die love and the difficulties
and humor and the crazy mess that
goes on in a large family.
Q. How did your involve
ment in the Lemon Heads andTom
Petty videos come about?
JD. Well, I met Tom Petty,

and I’ve
a fan for
long time
I wasn’t
anylhing.rve
been friends
w ith
the
LemonHeads
forawhile.so,
same thing.
And yeah, I ’d
1ike to do
more of them.
M M .
And not have
to
talk!
(Laughter)

and
my
second
choice .
And the
Crying
Game is
ju st hype.
But Denzel
was simply
amazing. I
th in k
I
have found
the way to
win best
actor. And
th at is to
play a man
Q. XU
w ith
a
In this corner, Prophet Bigg! In this corner, Johnny Depp! Gentlemen, I
what ways do
h
an
d
icap
,
want a g o o d , clean fig h t. . .
you identify
i.e. Daniel
with Sam?
hours and watch the show purely Day Lewis for A/yLe/’Foot, Dustin
JD. Well, I sort of identify for its entertainment value, espe Hoffman for Rain man , etc.
with the feeling o f feeling like a cially since Billy Crystal has been
Best Supporting Actor: And
freak in a way. There’s a lot of hosting and this year Brad Kane, the PROSCAR goes to Wes Studi
ways. Sam, I think, is damaged in interviewed by the PROPHET last for Last o f the Mohicans . A film
a way, so he has to create and semester, was performing Whole which was disgustingly looked
believe that he is Buster Keaton New World from Aladdin which over by the academy for lots of
and those other silent film guys. won the Best Song awardBut the things. Studi played Magua, the
You know, we have kind of a awards themselves are so political vengeful Huron antagonist and allstrange job. W e’re sometimes put now that I could care less who around bad guy wonderfully por
on a display table which is kind of wins. Although, if we are going to trayed.
an odd feeling. If you grew up nominate films andpeople for good
Best Musical Score: And the
feeling slightly odd at all, when work, I feel that there, first, should PROSCAR goes to Last o f the
you get to this sort of height it be more than 3 ,4 or 5 nominees. Moh ¡cans. Again very overlooked.
B est D irector: And the
becomes a weird display table. It There should be 10 or 12 or how
just sort of makes you feel odder. ever many it takes to insure that all PROSCAR goes to Rob Reiner for
(Pause) What was the question? the worthy candidates can be in A Few Good Men. How can you
cluded. But enough griping about have a picture nominateed for Best
(Laughter)
I will conclude this inter the Oscars. Here, for you loyal Film and not have the director
view innext weeks installment due readers, are the BIGG PROSCARS nominated? I’ll tell ya how, no
to certain events over the past OF ’92, where I disagreed with how! The directorial choices made
couple of weeks which I, as the The Academy of Motion Picture by Reiner far exceed what were
some awfully obvious choices for
PRO PHET and as K evin Arts and Sciences.
B est A ctor: And the Clint Eastwood. Let’s stop giving
Schwoebel, feel compelled to talk
PROSCAR goes to Denzel Wash lifetime achievement awards hid
about.
• As the PROPHET, I must ington. The man was Malcom X. den behind other awards.
Best Visual Effects: And the
talk aboutthe recent Oscar Awards. Sure, Clint Eastwood was enter
I am not a fan of these awards as a taining. Sure A1 Pacino played a PROSCAR goes to Alien III. The
principle. However, each year I good blind man. Sure Robert two previous Alien films have
plant myself down for some three Downey Jr. was extremely funny, both won this category. They won

Dateline: MSC, Thursday, April 1,1993.
Awaiting the arrival of the Montclarion, I was in
the gameroom playing the Fish Tales pinball
game, when who should I run into but Prophet
Bigg, playing the Addams Family pinball game
next door. I plunk in my quarters and proceed to
play. After getting three consecutive shots straight
between my flippers, I decided to give up and
speak to my columnist colleague. He looked
really bummed. “What’s the matter?” I asked.
“Brandon Lee died.”
I didn’t quite know what to make of that,
and it wasn’t exactly upsetting to me at the
moment. It was something that you’d think,
“Oh, that’s messed up,” and that’s the end of it.
After we were done with our respective games,
we talked a little about Brandon as we made our
way back to the office to see if the paper showed
up. T ’weren’t there, so I left to go to work.
As I was walking past Blanton Hall, it
really hit me. This was the guy that was supposed
to succeed the legacy started by Bruce Lee, his
father. Ask any martial artist today- Chuck
Norris, Steve Segal, Jackie Chan, Sho Kosugi,
all will say that they owe something to Bruce
Lee. This was the guy that redefined what martial
arts were all about. Every karate chop-chop

movie on Channel 9 or on Kung-Fu
Theatre on USA owed something to
Brace Lee. And tragically, Brandon, like
his father, died young. Even worse, Brace
was at the height of his career, while
Brandon’s was just starting.
Is the Lee family cursed? One ori
ental mystic thinks so, and claims that
death and divorce will plague the family.
Supposedly, it’s because Brace Lee’s
father is buried in a Catholic cemetery
next to a 12-year ddbqy, a bad omen. So
far, the count is two and two-two deaths, and two
divorces. Brace’s brother (Brandon’s uncle) gave
that information.
Honestly, whatever it is, it really doesn’t
matter. Brace and Brandon are both gone. You
can say that UFOs are the Lee curse, and it still
wouldn’t do anything. However, it might be a
good ide a to listen to some of the Chinese mumbo
jumbo and relocate Lee’s dad to another resting
place. Nip the problem in the bud before the next
Lee gets his ticket punched.
The day after I heard about Brandon’s
death, I went to the video store and rented the
movie Circle o f Iron. It’s not the best movie in
the world, and it didn’t win any Academy
Awards, but the story was based on ideas by
Brace Lee, and Brace was originally supposed to
play the lead role. Basically, the plot is based on
the Zen philosophy that Brace followed, and
there is a lot of Brace in the movie. It’s not so
much a martial arts movie, but a thinking movie.
The same day, I rented Enter The Dragon, the
best movie (in my opinion) that Brace starred in.
With a brainful of Brace, I can hope that some
time in my life another Lee will rise and achieve
the greatness that his predecessors, Bruce and
Brandon, couldn’t.

and this should have for the same
reason, the films are Special Ef
fects 1
Best Screenplay: And the
PROSCAR goes to Patriot Games
.People, don’t give awards tohype.
And that, ladies and gentlemen, is
all that The Crying Game is.
• As Kevin Schwoebel, I
must confess that I am deeply hurt
by the senseless murder, andl don’t
care what anyone says, it was a
murder, of the actor Brandon Lee.
And I didn’t realize why I was so
affected until I remembered why I
looked so forward to Brandon’s
film career. When I was 3 and 4
years old I saw a Bruce Lee film
somehow or other and made the
man my idol. I remember how of
ten I got in trouble impersonating
the master, ending each stunning
death kick with an extrem ely
h i g h - p i t c h e d
“EEEEEEEOOOOOWWWW! 1
!” . One day during 1973 my mother
came to me and said that Bruce Lee
had died. I remembered crying my
litde eyes out. My hero had died.
My mother told me that Bruce Lee
had a son who would grow up to be
in movies and just as great as
Bruce. So, subconsciously I have
been waiting for Brandon Lee, the
man who was supposed to be the
Bruce Lee o f my generation, for all
my life. And just as quickly as he
had arrived, he to was snatched
away. The films in which Brandon
appeared are listed below. Al
though some were not great films,
they were all great performances
by the last of the Lee dynasty.
Rapid F ire, Laser M ission,
Showdown In Little Tokyo. In ad
dition, The Crow, which Brandon
Lee was working on when he was
killed, will be released.

Chuck thick !
by Mark Loughlin
The Adventures ofHuck Finn is Disney’s modem version of the Mark
Twain classic. Usually when you hear that something has been modernized
it means they have put a new slant on the story, perhaps covered a modem
theme that is especially relevant. In this case, modernized actually means
toned down. When I heard that they were going to make another movie on
this American classic, my first reaction was “Why?” Why make a 90 minute
film, aimed at children, from a book that Hollywood has proven over the
years to be unfilmable. Writer/Director Stephen Sommers tries to jam in as
much of the adventures in the book as possible. Many times though, the
characters are rushed, giving little time for any development..
Elijah Wood (Avalon) plays Huck, and while he seems to really have
fun whoopin’ it up as the barefoot hero, he still seems a bit shallow. This is
partly the scripts fault, when he is given lines like “Well, Hell’s bells, Jim!”
Courtney B. Vance gives a sensitive and moving performance as the
runaway slave ,Jim, who is accused of his young friend’s murder. He is the
real star here, and the movie is at its best when he is on screen.. H e’s the most
intelligent character in the film, but here we don’t feel the prejudice and hate
that someone in his position undoubtedly would have gone through.
Later on, Huck and Jim meet up with the Duke (Robbie Coltrane) and
the King (Jason Robards). This time, they don’t do their makeshift
Shakespeare play, but go right about swindling the Wilks family out of lots
of money. There are a few nice light moments with the con men, but a good
half of the movie is spent with them, while other sections, like the episode
with the Grangerfords, are brushed over. Huck never meets Tom Sawyer at
the end, he doesn’t put a snake in Jim’s bed. Here, the problem is not what
was left out as much as what was left in. The overly quick jumping from one
episode to another gives the film a protracted feeling.
So, why make a movie based on the most famous American novel in
history? Only the moguls know for sure. Perhaps because it is the middle of
book report season, and they want to capitalize on the lazy student’s market?
Huck Finn is not even a children’s book anyway, so making it into a
children’s movie seems even more insane. The issues confronted in the
source material are especially current, but here they drench it with a bouncy,
twangy musical score that tries very hard to disguise the fact that this is a film
with one interesting character.
_________________________"
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Congratulations, can you dig it?
The votes are in and MSC has a new SGA President, James “Appetite” Cotter
.As we all hope, this upcoming year will be one full of profitable changes for MSC
as well as the fun of seeing Appetite's promise come full circle with our school,
"spinning like a top."
This year a field of four candidates entered the race for SGA President. Any one
of the candidates could have won the race in any given year. Each had a unique set
of abilities, talent and experience to bring to the office. Richard Kunze is the reigning
SGA Vice president with four years of SGA experience under his belt. Sam Rock is
a three year veteran of the SGA and a member of a handful o f Class One
organizations. George Calle, an executive board member o f The Montclarion and
former SGA legislator, took a Ross Perot stance, promising the SGA presidency a
badly needed breath of fresh air. And finally, there’s James “Appetite” Cotter - with
his huge 529 vote mandate, he surely has the clout to fufill “spinning top” mandate.
With the new liberal views descending upon our fair country with the four year
rein of Clinton, Appetite seems to be a logical progression for our campus. He stated
in his campaign of his "Working man" ethics, of being their for the students and not
planning on inhabiting the ’office’ as much as former presidents. The Montclarion
wishes him congratulations.
With Natalee Vaccaro as Vice President, James Henaghan as Treasurer, Liz
Valandingham as Secretary and Michael Costa as Board of Trustees Student
Alternate, change seems to be in the air for our campus.
Perhaps, now with alcohol inhabiting the Rat, we as a campus, with the help of
our newly elected leaders, can move forward and bring more progressive changes to
our campus. Changes with parking, the cafeterias, and one word - Bohn. The students
of MSC need a better selection of activities for those of us stranded every weekend
on campus; more movies in the ballrooms, speakers directed toward college
students. In summary, we look towards our new leaders to lead MSC students in a
direction we, as a campus, chose to go.
Congratulations to all the candidates and good luck in the coming year.
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Grab the bread,
So I ’m sitting in my soon to be former apartment,
with my soon to be X-wife, watching one of those eyewit
ness, candid camera , better than the real thing television
shows, when a story comes on about these 49 whales that
have purposefully swam ashore and beached themselves.
My soon to be X-wife goes, “Boo-hoo!, look at those poor
things, this is so sad”.
A dramatic rescue op
eration begins to unfold as
thousabds of people race to
the seashore to help build shel
ters for the whales, sprinkle
sea water on their backs, talk
whale-talk with them and
eventually coax them back
into the ocean. The army even
pitches in. The whole time
people are crying and talking
about how thisexpereince has
changed their lives. My wife
just sits their going. “Boohoo, isn’t that the saddest
thing you ever heard”.
I say, “SAD, you and
this whole @#*& ing planets
gone nuts. A bunch of big fat
fish with tiny brains can’t fig
ure out the difference between
sand and water, oh what poor
creatures, let’s save the big
fat dumb fish, cry and run home and eat big fat dumb
tunafishsandwiches. Remembertunafish! They’re another
big fat dumb fish, they just happen to taste great with
mayonnaise. You know what would happen if 49 of them
decided to beach themselves, thousands of people would
race towards the ocean with hundreds of loaves of rye bread,
gallons of mayo, and countless Vadalia onions, all of them
screaming, Lunch!”

Reflections
by Lisa Cohn
During the month of April, the Jewish people around
the worldwill be celebrating the holiday of Passover (Pcsach).
It is a holiday filled with traditions, as are most Jewish
holidays (and each family has some of it’s own traditions).
If you aren’t Jewish,-you may not understand the holiday or
the traditions. Let me explain.
This year, Passover starts on April 5 and continues
until the 13th (the date varies because we use the Hebrew
calendar - the holiday always starts on the 5th of Nisan). It
commemorates the Exodus of the Jewish people from
slavery in Egypt to freedom in Israel. To summarize the
story: M oses m anaged, with divine help, to convince
Egypt’s Pharaoh to free Jews from their slavery in Egypt
and then led them to freedom in Israel. If you ’re inter
ested in the details, you can find them in any “Old”
Testament.
First, why do we call it Passover? While Moses was
trying to convince the Pharaoh of Egypt to let the Jews go
(not aneasy task, we were a source of free labor for all those
pyramids and whatever), Godhelpedby sending tenplagues
on the Egyptian people. The last plague was the slaying of
their first bom sons (I believe this was in retaliation for
something the Egyptians had done to the Jews). Jews
smeared lamb’s blood on the doors of their homes so that the
Angel o f Death would recognize these as Jewish homes and
“pass over” them. Draw your own conclusions, I’m just
explaining the traditions.
It is general knowledge that Jews arc not allowed to
eat bread during Passover. That’s not entirely accurate: we
can’teat anything that has grain in it. Instead we eat matzoh,
or unleavened bread. It looks like a big cracker, and tastes
like cardboard. There is a reason why we are supposed toeat
matzoh. When the Jewish people finally had the permission

my ex-wife's Another
got the mayo
satisfied
What makes whales so special that they reduce people
to tears by doing something as stupid as trying to swim in sand?
By the way, do you know what type of whales they were? Killer
whales, Yep! Those are the same whales on that nature video that
cost $49.95 and shows the best nature highlights of animal eating
animals, and you know what our precious killer whales are doing
in that video, they’re eating baby seals. Remember them? They

customer
I am very concerned about the way in which your
paper is covering the SGA elections. A college newspaper
should be objective and fair, but your paper is subjective and
bias. Although you may give give the canidates equal space,
you have not given them an equal chance.
It is very clear by articles, comics and editorials that
there is hostility directed towards the current SGA president
and executive board. This is evident through constant
coverage of the room 112E issue. In addition, endorsement
of your own editor is an apparent nepotism. Your paper
should be embarrassed by this obvious attempt to persuade
the* student body.

Unfortunately, The Montclarion has be
come the Enquirer o f our school by print
ing the general opinions o f your staff.

are those little dopey guys we used to splash ink on so big budy
tuna-eating Lumber Jacks wouldn’t dub them with their Louis
ville Sluggers.
Save the Whales! Save the Whales! Give a Hoot,
Don’t Pollute! Nuke Iraq! Fry Ted Bundy!!!
My wife is leaving me, she says I ’m to high strung.
Grab the bread, my ex-wife's got the mayo.
Robert Allen
Sociology

Don ft pass up
Passover
of the Pharaoh to leave Egypt, they didn't wait for him to
change his mind. The Jews grabbed whatever they needed
and ran for it. They were in such a rush that the bread they
baked for the trip didn’t have enough time to rise. So they
wound up eating matzoh for most of the trip.
The first two nights of Passover are special. A seder
is a traditional dinner with family and friends. We eat
certain foods, and keep certain traditions. One of these
traditions is reading the Haggadah (“narration”), which is
a running commentary on Jewish history up to and includ
ing the Exodus from Egypt. MostHaggadahs include a step
by step list of what rituals should be done during the seder
(for the less observant Jews who don’t really know) and
include popular folk songs to conclude the seder.
During the seder, there are various rituals using wine
(grape juice for children). The youngest child sings the Four
Questions in Hebrew, which is taught in Hebrew school. All
these questions are asking: “Why is this night different from
all other nights?”
When the seder is over, one of the adults wraps a piece
of matzoh in a napkin and hides it. My father always came
up with some unusual hiding spots, usually behind one of
the pictures on the wall. The child who finds it wins a dollar,
at least in our family.
In the past, some fanatics have used Passover as an
excuse to massacre Jews. In the 12th Century, we were
accused of using the blood of Christian children to bake
matzohs. This blood libel caused the massacres of quite a
few Jewish communities and gave rise to the legend of the
Golen (a big, gentle stone creature, shaped like a man. He
was created by a Rabbi to protect the Jewish population
from their persecutors).

The Montclarion reaches out to the students and
faculty o f MSC. It should try to do its best to make the
mebers of this campus aware o f die factual happenings and
events. Unfortunately, The Montclarion has become the
Enquirer of our school by printing the general opinions of
your staff.
I hope the members of your organization realize that
the April 1 edition is general digrace and disappointment to
the hard working leaders that are running for the most
powerful positions on this campus. The students who are
voting should disregard the attempts ofThe Montclarion to
influence their votes. I urge you to listen to debates and
speak directly with the candidates on student concerns.
Robyn A. Merkel
Communications Sciences
and Disorders
Senior
Editor's Note
Firstly, there were two editors of The Montclarion
running for SGA president as well as one popular
columnist. The three staff members running for office
voted in the endorsement process (although not for the
position they sought).
Secondly, while The Montclarion appreciates your
concern for the general practices of the student
newspaper, we would like to educate you as to the
editorial capacity of this and all newspapers. Editorial
cartoons, opinion columns and the endorsement of
political candidates are all forms of an editorial. An
editorial is, by definition, the “general opinions” of a
newspaper's staff. This opinion is arrived at by a vote
of staff members. That you do not personally agree
with the editorial content of this or any other newspa
per does not necessarily connotate a “disgrace and
disappointment.” Should any member o f M SCs
student body be interested in contributing to the
editorial content ofThe Montclarion, they are welcome
to join our organization.
The Montclarion would like to point out to its
readers that Ms. Merkel works as a secretary in the
SGA office. -K.C.

Don't forget...

The deadline for
letters to the editor
is Monday.
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NOTICE TO ALL CURRENTLY ENROLLED STUDENTS WHO
WILL BE RETURNING IN THE SUMMER SESSIONS 1993
AND/OR FALL SEM ESTER 1993
Registration for the Summer Sessions 1993 and the Fall Semester 1993 will occur
simultaneously between April 6-22,1993.
All students who are enrolled for the Spring 1993 and who are eligible to return for the Summer or
Fall 1993 had a Registration Appointment Card mailed to their home address during the week of
March 15,1993.
Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled for 12 or more credits will be assigned an in
person registration appointment date and time. Undergraduate students who are currently enrolled
for fewer than 12 credits and Graduate students will be assigned a range of dates during which they
should submit their registration form and Appointment Card to the Office of the Registrar.
Cards were not generated for students who are on the May 1993 Graduation list. Students who are
graduating in May and who wish to register for Summer or Fall 1993 courses should contact the
Office of the Registrar at 893-4376.
Students who do not fulfill iheir Basic Skills requirements and students who have an outstanding
financial obligation to the College were not sent their cards. These students must report to either the
Basic Skills Office or the Business Office to obtain their card.
You must have this card in order to register.
No one will be permitted into the registration site without a Registration Appointment Card.
Registration forms submitted to the office will not be processed without the Registration Appointment
Card attached.
STUDENTS WHO DID NOT RECEIVE A CARD OR WHO HAVE MISPLACED THEIR CARD
SHOULD CONTACT THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR IMMEDIATELY AT 893-4376.
PLEASE READ THE SUMMER SESSIONS CATALOG AND THE FALL 1993 SCHEDULE OF
COURSES BOOK CAREFULLY!!
They are available in the Student Center and in the Office of the Registrar.
You should use the registration form that is in the Schedule of Courses book. It is for both Summer
and Fall registration. The Registration Appointment Card, together with your Registration form, will
serve as your personal registration packet.
Advisement should be obtained prior to registration.
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EX PER IM EN TA L T H E A T R E S E R IE S
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END OF THE SCHOOL
YEAR BASH

D e p a r t m e n t of B r o a d c a s t i n g ,
Speech,
C o m m u n i c a t i o n , Dance & T h e a t r e
-presents-

BFA FR ESH M A N

S p i c e Up y o u r S p r i n g W i t h V i g n e t t e s
P e r f o r m e d B»y B F A F r e s h m e n

A T K I L 1 5 -1 7 m t 5 : 0 0 pm, ,
STUDIO THEATRE. S P E E C H
5UILDINÖ

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
is accepting applications for its next three entering classes.
(September 1993, January 1994, April 1994)

SHOW CASE

d i r e c t e d by J a n e M a n d e l

MIFOSNFO k™ *® ¡¡¡
20IW05W

C a ll 2 0 1 -3 9 3 -5 1 1 2 fo r
Information
_______ „

General requirements at time o f entry include:
■ Approx. 2-3 years of college in a life or health science degree program.
■ A minimum G.RA. of 2.5.
■ A personal interest in a career as a primary care physician.

Northwestern offers:
■ A professional school of 500 students with student faculty ratio of 12:1.
■ A well rounded education in Basic and Clinical Sciences, Diagnosis,
X-ray, and Chiropractic.
■ Full accreditation by North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
and the Council on Chiropractic Education.

colt 1 -8 0 0 -8 8 8 -4 7 7 7 or
W rite: Director of Admissions

2501 West Eighty-Fourth Street ■ Minneapolis, MN 55431-1599

Join The Montclarion
Km 113
Student- Ctr Annex
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Looking for I summer job?
Look no further,,

.WENEEDYOU!
Momin|^m90A,eveningud weekendhour*
g f C v u u iK d hourly n i t P l u s boousti and

gf Plnuntilr-condUioncdolDoci,
gf HoExperieiweneeded.W
lewilltrainyou.
AHUSBAND. A WIFE. A BILLIONAIRE.
\
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STARTS W E D N E S D A Y , APRIL 7

1 1
NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS

NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS

✓ A M B O Y MULTIPLEX CINEMA
SAYREV1LE 721 340G
GENERAL ONEMA

✓ B LU E STAR QUAD
WATCHUNG 322-7007
GENERAL ONEMA

BRIOGEWATER COMMONS 7
BRIDGEWATER 725-1161
CINEMA SERVICES

✓ O N E M A 10
SUCCASUNNA 584-8860
FLORIN CREATIVE

✓ C IN E M A 23
CEDAR GROVE 857-0877

✓ LO EW S ONEM A CENTER 5
BRICKTOWN (908) 2620200
EPSTEIN

✓ CUFTO N QUAD 3652020
CLEAHVKW CINEMAS
7686800

✓ CLU STER

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT
✓ COLONY UVWGSTON 992 1646

✓ □□Gssiiasi)®

-putHime/folWmt tmrloymtnL

A PROPOSAL

INDECENT PROPOS
✓ A ll JERSEY MULTIPLEX
CINEM AS NEWARK 817-8100

nf .

*
ONEMA SERVICES

EMERSON QUAD

2611000

VIVIAN
✓ T R A N K U N n u TLEY 667 1777

✓ LO EW S FREEHOLD
METROPLEX (908)294-0888
NATIONAL AMUSEMENTS

✓ HAZLET MULTIPLEX
CINEM AS ROUTE 35 -HAZLET
(908)264-2200

✓ A M C HEADQUARTERS 10

CINEMAS
GENERAL
CINEMA
n FCLEARV1EW
ARV1FW CINEMAS
GENERAL
CINEMA
✓ M A M SO N TRIPLEX CINEMA ✓ OCEAN COUNTY MALL
• ' EMADISON
K E C / T377
. ' 2388
NATHAN

MALL CINEMA
HACKETTSTOWN 8526954
TRIANGLE

MAPLEWOOO 763-3100
✓ LO EW S MEADOW EIGHT
SECAUCUS 902-9200
CINEPLEX OOEON

✓ M EN LO PARK MALL

MORRISTOWN 2920606
NATHAN

HUNTERDON
FLEMMGTON 782-4815

✓ KEN DALL PARK CINEMAS 7
S BRUNSWICX (906)422 2444
FLORN CREATIVE

✓ K M M A U .C M E M A S EIGHT

ROGEFIELD PARK 4406661

✓ ROCKAW AY TWELVE
ROCKAWAY TOWNSHIP 3280666
CINEPLEX OOEON
,
.

✓ROUT! « rtMPlEX È S S I
PARAMUS487 7909

LOEWS ROUTE 18
EAST BRUNSWICK 254 9000

LOEWS SHOWBOAT
EDGEWATER 94 1 3660
GENERAL ONEMA

CREATIVE ENTERTAINMENT

SHREWSBURY PLAZA 3

SOUTH PLAJNFCLD 753-2246
UNriED ARTISTS

M O V ES AT MBOLETOWN

KMNELON 492-5600

MOOLETOWN 671-1020

PAPAS

CREATIVE ENTERTAWMENT

UNCOLN C IN EM AS

TOMS RIVER 2405095

✓ LO EW S RIDGEFIELD PARK

EDtS0N<908) 321-1412

✓ M B O LESE X MALL

✓ N E W PARK THEATRE

ARLINGTON 997-6873

ROSELLE PARK (908) 2412525

FLOWN CREATIVE

ONEPLEX OOEON

If you have a clear, pleasant speaking voice and like
talking on (he telephone, you are qualified!

SHREWSBURY 5426395
ONEPLEX OOEON
686-4373
CINEPLEXOOEON

✓ U M O N TWIN

✓ W ARN ER QUAD
MJGEWOOO 444-1234

✓ LO EW S WAYNE 1 8900505

Bloomfield 201-743-7667
Ask f o r JoAnne
•

1

UNITED ARTISTS

✓ W AYN E QUAD 6944136
ONEMA SERVICES

✓ W tU A M S CINEMA
✓ NEW PO RT CENTRE
✓ U NOENQ U AD 925-9787
RUTHERFORO 933-3700
--------------- , JERSEYCITY 6263201
✓ LO EW S LONG BRANCH TWIN
LONG BRANCH 8702700

C f r W f f a O r v ffe p n M filtt'
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ACROSS
1 Cancels a space
flig h t
7 Barnyard fowl
12 Ending for stereo
13 Gomer Pyle, for one
14 Short r if le
15 Metrical foot
17 Prefix: ear
18 63-Across, for one
20 Miss Midler
21 One of a lit t e r
23 M o rtise 's mate
25 Window part
26 Mr. Howe
28 Go sw iftly
30 ----- Blanc
31 A1 Unser's sport
33 Inveigles
35 ----- lamp
37 Work door-to-door
38 Gridiron play
41 Closed
45 Science room
46 Celebrate
48 Low land

49
51
53
54
56
58
59
61
63
64
65
66

Wading bird
13
S h ip 's crane
14
Comfortable
16
Sheds
19
S p lit
22
Harem room
24
CB radio word
27
Gives power to
29
F ir s t name in opera
Remedy
32
Prefix: skin
34
Ship sections
36
38
DOWN
39
40
1 Kitchen utensil
42
2 Li ke some smokers 43
3 Loot
44
4 Part of BTU
45
5 Intelligence test 47
pioneer
50
6 Play parts
52
7 Slangy ja il
55
8 Mecca man
57
9 Plumber's concern 60
10 Formerly
11 Maker of chocolate 62

LJLU4UUU 0 U U LJL'JUU
«□□□□□ □ □ □ oaan a
U U U O D Q QBBOGH3C3U
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UU UQ C3SQ S
U U LJH H H
□□□□110
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□□□□ aaau 0 □□□
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o n a a c ia

Isolates
Kitchen utensil
William ----As soon as
Contami nate
Studying need
Show scorn
Mah-jongg
pieces
Stabbed
Lob ste r's limbs
Jazzman Fats ----Worked hard
City in Texas
Pants maker
Cosmetics substance
Slippery ones
French painter
Body part
Body parts
Brenda ----Doctrine
----- milk
Neck part
Business course
(abbr.)
Musical segment
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C alvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill W otttnon

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

irs 50 RUDE ' MIN Do THEV
THINK I'M TALKING*
V
THES c m HEAR ABOOT ME '
VWO CARES WAT THEY HAVE
TO SM ' if I START A
CONVERSATION. IT SHOULD
STM ON THE SUBJECT Of M f

C alvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Wottarson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Calvin

and

Hobbes

by BMI Wattarsen

Calvin

and

Hobb6S

by Bill Watterson
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Kathleen (sigm a)
Are you trying to s ta r t
a collection of letters?

Hurricane - We're only
roomate» for seven more weeks,
but we'll be friend» fo r life. love.
Tornado
To Alicia and Chris - Con
gratulation» on your engage
ment. I wish you the best. Your
friend, Ivtyma

P

&

p

g

O

t

l A

To Pledge Arsenlo(AKPsl)
You're doing a g re at Job - keep It
up) We’re all behind you) Love
Cindy, Angle, Wayne and
Domenlc

Darlene (AKPsI) Chicago
mafia man? Ssh)l The blue dog I» In
the pocket) Love ya, Cindy
Vanessa (AKPel) I only have
one word fo r you - GUSTAVO)))
Love Cindy
To Louie Lover - L et me lick

you up and
down until you say stop,
because baby, I want to get freaky
with you))) Love always, ???
Colleen (D Phi E) Melons)
Melons) Melons) You are a great
roomie and I love you. AH SI
Tippy - You might be p re tty
good o u t on the field, but you s till

B arry-Z B T . s t a r t liftin g
those welghtsl-PAGS)
Becca, Hey baby, I love you)PAGS
Bahama Babes - I love you,
man.

cannot

Rule # "Paul, you beautiful
thing from Astoria, drink a beer)”

To Tomato - You’re the best
big) Thank you fo r all your help. I
couldn't have done It w ithout you)
Love you little . Susan

Cindy (AO pledge) you are
doing great - keep It up. Good luck
with the re s t of pledging and re
member I am here fo r you. Love
your big, Amy (AO)

Mike - Thanks fo r giving me a
place to sleep Frl. night. 1hope you
enjoyed the company)

To D Phi E -1 a te you and leld
you and boy were you goodl Taste
great and less filling) Steve K

To whoever wrote the per
sonal about Dawn's skin, have the
balls to say It to her face or don't
say It a t all, Punk-Ass. -Rich (IBE,
G.C.Pres, MTV).

Colleen (D Phi E) I saw you
naked) 1saw you naked) Steve K

cover me)
To Paul (AKPsI) You owe
me one month o f BM, 00 don't
tr y to get out o f It) Love Cindy

S te ve
K
(ZBT) We're so
grateful th a t we
all g o t leled by
you
S a t.
night. You
were great.
Love AHS1,
82. S3, and &€>

Sw eet Pan Colon-HAPPY
BIRTHDAY from a writing admirer.

Kevin - Don't look now but
Bugs Is a t G.A.) Sparky
Good luck to the Eta class
of AXP. Hang In there.you can do It)
Love, Quick

Maylu, I love you my hotS panlsh s e x -p o t. Rich (IBE.
GCPres, MTV s ta r)

Theta Kappa chi. You guys
are great. I love you all. Thanks fo r
everything. Now we will be smiling
forever) Love Stephanie # 9 3
Brian and Vlnnle- Hang In
there. Good luck. S ta y Strong.
We're here If you need anything.
Love Omlcron (Theta)
Anna and Jeanne - I had an
awesome tim e In Panama. I'm so
glad t h a t we decided to share a
room. Love Ana
Omlcron da»» (Theta Kappa
Chi) Congratulations) We made It)
Love Ellen # 9 4

2 hours

Laura (Theta Kappa Chi)
When are we ever going to have
dinner? Love your big
Nelly (to my big) Thank you
fo r supporting me through pledg
ing) Love your little , Ellen # 9 4
Monica (Theta Kappa Chi)
You need b e tte r aim to catch me)
J u s t beware come next semester)
Love your fu tu re sultem ate
Dorn - You said some p re tty
nice things a fte r th e va rsity club a
few weeks ago - was th a t Just the
beer talking?
Dawn - 'Tm really really going
to throw up....* Kerry
Brian H (ZBT) When 1 sleep
a t night I always hold you close to
my heart)
Bahama.1993)l)KH.DD.KW.
JM
Dawn, Jen and Kim - Thanks
fo r a great Spring Break. Ill miss
you guys) I love ;>ou. man) Kerry
Cangratulatlons Oml's) We
did It) Love Susan # 9 2 TKChl

V IS A

Barry - Things have been
great lately. J u s t wanted to tell
you how much you mean to me and
how much I love you. Love Amy

à
?Sc: :.ZT* SVI?
''r 1 1 1: c" I

AXP - Nothing leaves the
room. Just pose fo r th is picture)
Thetas

W ith Visa" you’re accepted at m ore than 10 m illion places
around the w orld, nearly three times m ore than American Express.
Just in case you ever come up a little short.

Visa. It’s Everywhere You Want To Be?

Toe Cheese - You had the
appetizer...

. ©VisaUSA. Inc. 1993.
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S c o tt - Some things In life
are worth waiting for. I’m glad the
w ait Is over.

Put AT&T on
your resume
before you graduate

Tanja (Theta) OK, my fir s t
wish happened, we m ight actually
be ready fo r th e second part. Laur

1993 Fall Marketing
Opportunities Available

C ongratulations Omlcrom
class o f Theta Kappa Chi. Welcome
to S trength In Sisterhood) Love
72
AXP # 4 5 - "honesty. Is such
an easy word, hardly ever heard
from you...” Bony Mare
3 0 2 A - The apartm ent Is
ours now) Thanks fo r making It
great) Love Annette
Cheryl (TKChl # £ 6 ) Thanks
fo r all your help and support. You’re
the best) Love your little Jen
Monica (Theta) Maybe If you
learn to Juggle b e tte r you can]o\n
the circus with me) Laura
Natalee V - Good luck. 1know
you can do It) Love pledge Mom Two
Monica (TKChl) You’re get
ting a b it shaky with your Juggling.
Know the ball you’re throwing and
catching. Love ya. Marla

TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEN D T H E A D (25 W O R D S),
ALONG W ITH A CHECK OR M ONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PA Y A BLE T O TH E
M ONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX,

AT&T is seeking ambitious, sales-oriented
students to participate in our 7-day oncampus marketing program selling
AT&T products & services. Hours are
flexible w ith top com pensation &
bonuses. Must be available 1 - 2 weeks
prior to the start of classes. We need:

MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, N J 07043, ATTN.
CLASSIFIEDS. Deadline for Thursday edition is the Prior Friday

AT&T STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To be responsible for overall event imple
mentation, daily management & training
of student group. Requires strong lead
ership ability. Prior management/salesrelated experience a plus. Must be
available to attend National Training on
August 4 - 6 , 1993.

3rd floor bedroom with
private bath. Call 5092729.

l i e l p
w u « ite c i
Earn $ 10 to $20 an hour.
18 or over, with car. Are you
energetic, outgoing, and have
a good set o f lungs.
Balloonamation wants you!
(201) 325-0874.

AT&T ASSISTANT STUDENT
CAMPUS MANAGER
To manage a group of students on a daily
basis and assist with overall event imple
mentation. Sales/leadership experience
a plus.

AT&T STUDENT REP/
CAMPUS GROUP
To act as our on-campus represents
tives. Must be outgoing and sales
oriented.
To find out more about these great
opportunities, call 1 800 592-2121, ext.
148, or send resum e to CDI, AT&T
Recruitment, 1500 Walnut St., 19th fl
Philadelphia, PA 19102.

HELP W ANTED:
Summer live-in au pair for
family with two children (9
and 4) in Upper Montclair.
Experience in child care,
ability to swim, and drivers'
license necessary. $200/wk
plus room and board. Large

Equal Opportunity Employer
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Mike - Next tim e we have to
do something a b o u tth e phone.
To Marla, Monica, Jenn, Mel
issa. Tara, Melissa. Lauren, Mel
issa (TKChl) We m ust do I t again
the wheely) Love "Goodies”
Went to bed. thought his
name was Fred. Fred) Fred) Fred???
Sandy - yeah) We are now In
the general audience) What a feel
ing) Love Laly
Vlnand Dylan-Grease Light
ning) Go Drease Lightning!' Love
the Thetas
’’C hrystal and Raquel,” Awesome bonding In Panama. I love
you guys. We have to do It again
next year. ’’Daisy”
Go wheelchair) It’syourblrthday)
Dawn - Thanks fo r an awe
some time) Kerry
Congratulations to the new
Phi Slg E-Board) Love Sheryl
Kathleen (SDPhl) You may
be fooling others b ut you’re not
fooling me. I know you’re a fte r my
boyfriend)
To the Lambda class of Phi
Slg - Keep up the good work, Its
alm ost over... Love Sheryl
Annette - Thank ysu fo r all
your hardwork and dedication. Your

UNFORTUNATE^ THIS IS WHERE
PEOPLE ARE PUTTING
TOO MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
v ery year, a lot o f peo p le m ake a
huge m istake on th e ir tax es. T h ey
d o n ’t take ad v a n ta g e o f ta x d efe rral an d
w ind up sending U ncle Sam m oney th ey
could be saving for retirem en t.
F ortunately, th a t’s a m istake y o u can
easily avoid w ith T IA A -C R E F SRAs.
SRA s not only ease y o u r c u rre n t taxbite, th ey offer a re m a rk a b ly easy w ay
to build retire m en t incom e—especially
for th e " e x tra s ” th a t y o u r reg u lar pension
and Social S e c u rity benefits m ay not
cover. B ecause y o u r co n trib u tio n s are
m ade in b efo re-tax dollars, y o u p ay less
ta x es now. A nd since all ea rn in g s on
y o u r SR A are ta x -d e fe rred as well, th e

E

m oney y o u d o n ’t sen d to W ash in g to n
w o rk s even h a rd e r for y o u . D o w n th e
ro ad , th a t can m ake a d ra m a tic d ifferen ce
in y o u r q u a lity o f life.
W h a t else m akes SR A s so special?
A ran g e o f allo catio n ch o ices—from th e
g u a ra n te e d se c u rity o f T1AA to th e
div ersified in v e stm e n t a c co u n ts o f
C R E F ’s v aria b le a n n u ity —all b ack ed
by th e nation's n u m b e r one re tire m e n t
system .
W h y w rite o ff th e ch an ce for a m ore
re w a rd in g re tire m e n t? C all to d a y an d
learn m ore a b o u t h o w T IA A -C R E F
S R A s can help y o u enjoy m any
h a p p y re tu rn s.

Phi Slg S isters
Benefit now fro m ta x deferral. C all our SR A hotline 1 800-842-2733, ext. 8016.

Nelly) Nelly) Nelly) I love you)
#105

75 years o f ensuring the future
for those who shape it!“

D IE T M A G IG Ü !
Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days
for $30.00!!!! ^Controls
Appetite *Bums Fat *Increases Energy ♦Acceler
ates Weight Loss *Dr. Rec
ommended. Call 908-525SU M THERM OJETICS
Herbal Tablets.
LO O K ING GOOD.
A Guide To Heallh Fitness
Fashion and Beauty. Spring
isjust around thecomerand
summer isn't far behind.
Now is the time to think
abut shedding those un
wanted pounds, about get
ting that new haircut and
about buying som e new
summer clothes and getting
a w h ole n ew look.
"LOOKING GOOD", a
new and very special sec
tion oiTheM ontclarion will
help you find the places to
go to get just what you’re
looking for. Look to this
section for sales, student
discounts,spec ialpurchases
and great products every
week. Save this section for
valu ab le cou p on s and
moneysaving tips and facts.
For information or ques
tions aboutthisspedal sec
tion call 201-893-5237.

M C AT
DR. BLANK’S REVIEW
* 14
taugM by Dr. Btaok
• MlSONAL,CAXING ATTENTION

♦Highest Teacher Quality
• 17 You* MCAT/DAT Expwfonc«

* InterviewCounseling/Advioe
• 90% SUCCESS RATE!
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT

201 - 966 ■9054

Theta formal - It’s going to
be g re at girls)

P/T BABYSITTER:
for 2 children (3 & 4 1/2
y.o.) 1+ afternoons per
weekinN.Caldwell home.
Exp. Refs. 201-226-5036.

.
i
•/
1 1by
, ti ía
and Institutional StrvueJ. For more complete information, including
CRFFcertificates
are distributed
i n nA t'Rn F
u tF Individual
•
? charges and expenses, call 1800-H42-27J1. ext. H0J6
l A c r *”
f or a prospectus. Read loe projpecluj carefully before you invest or send money.

DAT / OAT
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T he M ont clarion

RECEPTION
for

PoliticalScience
Students andFaculty

EverGet SomdiodylotallyWasted?

Wednesday, April 14,1993
4:00 to 5:00 p.m.

Kops Lounge
Refreshments

FRIENDS DON’T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK
FpA *l U S DeparlmenI of Transportation

Gomcil

il) !(
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Lindo and Brame expect to pick
Mitzak brothers, Arnold
up the pace in the outdoor season star in NCAA swim meet
After having to endure the
Blizzard o f ’93, as the media
quickly dubbed it, the MSC track
and field team returned from the
NCAA Cham pionships having
made the exact same statement that
their opponents could, for all ac
count, recite verbatim. This team
was one that entered each and ev
ery meet with one think to accom
plish ... victory.

TRACK TALK

with
Mark Alan Belnay
For the majority of the sea
son, your humble narrator sat back
and wove tales regarding the domi
nance of the m en’s team, which
was led by the outstanding perfor
mances of Neal Ruiz (55 meters
and long jump), De wayne Stevens
(you name it and he runs it) and
Wayne Dennis (800 meters).
W ell, with your humble
narrator’s final few moments at
the typewriter, I would like to in
troduce tw o m em bers o f the
women’s team that made it known
that they were still capable of the
excellence attained in past seasons.
As I sat down with Shantay
Brame and Sharon Lindo to dis
cuss a few points about track and
field, the world politics and life in
general, one thing was evident...
these two ladies were part of a
team that, with a little dedication
and focus, could follow in the foot
steps of the path forged by the
men’s team during the indoor sea
son. Can you just see them run

ning through the competition like
George Foreman runs through
White Castle hamburgers?
Your Humble Narrator:
Would you consider the perfor
mance that allowed you to repeat
as National Champion in the 400
meters your best of the season?
Sharon Lindo: On paper it
may look that way, but with a little
more focus during the season I
could have performed better.
Narrator: Do you think that
you could have been victorious in
the 55 meters?
Shantay Brame: I think I
was just content to be there and the
intensity level that was missing all
season just seemed to follow me.
Narrator: What do you
think led to the inconsistency
shown by the women’s team this
season?
Lindo: No one’s bead, in
cluding Shantay’s and my own,
were in the right mindset when it
came to training.
Narrator: What do you look
forward to in the outdoor season?
Lindo: Seeing the whole
team reach the Nationals together.
Brame: The attitude and the
focus to be there in practice so we
can build from there.
Narrator: If you could
change one thing about this past
season, what would it be?
Lindo: Everything, except
winning the Nationals.
Brame: I would have liked
to have had a better attitude and
more dedication in terms of train
ing.
Narrator: If you could say
one thing to your teammates about
the upcoming season, what would
it be?

Lindo: Hopefully we, as a
team, can develop an atmosphere
of winning that will allow the team
to develop the necessary confidence
needed to reach the Nationals as an
entire team, instead of just a few
members.
Brame: Sometimes you set
goals that are based on raw poten
tial and you forget about the dedi
cation and discipline needed to mold
that potential into victories on the
track. Sometimes we ran just to get
by in practice. In order for us to
reach our goals, it is important to do
more than just get by.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams did a little more than just get
by at the Nationals with Ruiz,
Stevens and the men’s 1600 meter
relay team all running superb races.
Ruiz took third in the 55
meters with a time of 6.44 and
finished second in the long jump
with a mark of 24 feet and 1 inch.
Stevens took second in the 400
meters with a mark of 48.20 to
round out another excellent sea
son. And the 1600 meter relay
team took second in their event.
Ove rail, the men’s team took fourth
place at the Nationals.
Lindo, for the second straight
year, is the National Champion in
the400meters witha mark of57.43.
This time was a personal best for
her indoors and shows the promise
of excellence that should carry over
into the outdoor season.
RED HAWKS NOTES...
Lode next week in Track Talk for
reports and results on both the
Howard Relays and the Colonial
Relays. Also, head coach John
Blanton and several team members
will assess the team's status and of
course, talk track.

Young lacrosse team seeks firstever NCAA tourney appearance
by Nicole Feata
Spring is here, despite the
weather, and so is another season
ofM SCmen’slacrosse. The team
returns to this 1993 season with a
young, but strong team, led by
their head coach, Doug Also from,
who is in his sixth season at MSC.
The team is coming off an
impressive 11-3 1992 record and
a 4-2 Knickerbocker Division
mark. These top-notch records
earned them a third place overall
finish. In the post season, the Red
Hawks also won the ECAC Metro
NY/NJ Championship.
This season’s lineup is
missing some key names like Pat
Schuba and Dave Alter, who
graduated last year. However,
there are fifteen letterwinncrs re
turning to the squad, eight of them
being starters. Three of those top
starters are seniors. Goalie Ken
Kane, who in the past has re-

ceived the prestigious honors of
All-Knickerbocker Conference,
Knickerbocker Player of the Year,
and ECAC Championship Most
Valuable Player. Kane had an
outstanding overall total of 220
saves (.663%) last year, as well.
Junior midfielder KeithVanNess,
who was also chosen as AllKnickerbocker, finished last sea
son with an overwhelming 65
points. Finally, sophomore Neil
Blaney, also a All-Knickerbocker
performer last season, returns af
ter finishing last season with a
team high of 96 points.
The Red Hawks are 3-2 so
far this season. Their latest vic
tory came this past Monday night,
as they defeated NY Maritime by
the score of 19-5 as senior
midfielder Mark Alter and Van
Ness combined for five goals and
three assists to lead the team.

A lsofrom stated,"O ur
strength is in the starters, because
the bench is inexperienced and
lacking in numbers." However,
he also stated that he believes that
his team has a realistic shot at a
first-time NCAA appearance.
"Providing that we have no inju
ries and get a few breaks along the
way, I think we have a good shot."
As far as his coaching tactics for
this season, Alsofrom said the Red
Hawks need to be "creative but
patient. The bottom line being
winning."
Another key note is that
Alsofrom's assistant coaches, Tom
Kelleher and Pat Schuba are both
former players under Alsofrom.
Thus, they are familiar with the
system and the personnel.
The Red Hawks will next
face Albany College on April 14
in Albany, N.Y. at 3:30 pm .

by Karen Plumatead
Over Spring Break, the
MSC swimming team success
fully competed in the NCAA
championships in Florida.
Most of the competition

John Mitzak was named an All
American after the NCAA's.
consisted of swimmers from pri
vate schools. MSC was one of
the few state schools to compete
in the tournament. Head coach
Brian McLaughlin and Athletic
Director Greg Lockhard are both
pleased to see that a New Jersey
state school was competitive in
the NCAA tournament.
The Red Hawks were led
by a trio of their top swimmers.
Captain Andrew Mitzak quali
fied as an alternate for the NCAA
championships. His brother John
Mitzak qualified for the 100 yard
backstroke, in which he placed

12th. This 12th place finish quali
fied John as a repeat All Ameri
can.
Freshman M ark Arnold
qualified for the 100 yard backstroke and ultimately placed 15th.
A rnold's perform ance
was surprising because
it's rare for a freshman to
do so well in the NCAA
tournament O f his team's
overall impressive show
ing, M cLaughlin said,
"We have two o f the bet
ter
D iv isio n
III
backstrokers in the country."
Senior Captain An
dre w Mitzak was awarded
the Joe Stetts award for
excellence of a graduat
ing senior. McLaughlin
was obviously proud of
his swimmer. "The award
was presented to Andrew
in front of 17 schools and
hundreds o f swimmers
from the tri-state area," he said
with a smile.
McLaughlin went on to
futher credit one of the top swim
mers in MSC history. "Andrew
has displayed tremendous dedi
cation to the sport o f swimming
and diving. The Joe Stetts award
was a great way to end his career.
Andrew has had the greatest im
pact on MSC swimming that any
one swimmer has had since 1987.
All of MSC’s success is con
nected in some way with AndrewMitzak. He will be missed,"
added McLaughlin.

New coach, better talent
improves men's tennis
by Maureen K. Me Leer
Barri Pollner, an MSC stu
dent, has just taken the reigns of
the Red Hawks men’s tennis team
and couldn't be happier.
Pollner, a 24 year old com
munications major who plans to
graduate this spring, has been an
assistant coach for the women's
tennis team for two seasons. She
took control of the men's program
when former head coach Criag
Fitzpatrick suddenly resigned from
his position.
Pollner certainly seems
qualified for her post. As well as
being an assistant coach, she is
also a former MSC player. In
addition, the former All-NJAC
performer is a tennis teacher at the
Tiger Raquet Club, and at the
Hawthorne Tennis Club. She'salso
taught tennis at the Adidas Tennis
Camp for five years. At that camp,
she has gained knowledge and ex
perience from the camp's director,

Stanford University head coach
Frank Brennan.
The young head coach is
very enthusiastic and energetic, in
fact, she said, "I like to get out
there and hit around with the guys."
The team has already had
four matches under its new coach.
The RedHawks' first match against
Rhode Island was rained out be
fore the men fell to their next two
opponents, the Coast Guard and
Rutgers Newark. According to
Pollner, "We couldn’t have had
two tougher matches to begin the
season." MSC lost to the Coast
Guard 9-0, and to Rutgers Newark
8-1 . The sole winner in the Rutgers
Newark match was Jeff Clemente.
He is a sophomore powerhouse at
MSC and has earned praise from
his coach. "He served well and
played the net well for some fast
points," said Pdiner.
Continued on page 23
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Men's tennis,

A VIEW
FROM THE
PRESSBOX
by Keith A. Idee

The Red Hawks defeated
EastStroudsburgonMonday, 8-1.
They were lead by senior captain
Jason Cuomo. "Jason is an excel
lent player" said Pollncrof her first
singles and first doubles player. In
the East Stroudsburg match, victo
ries were had by all the singles
players except Wade Whitehead,
who plays fifth singles. Jeff
Clemente came up with a killer
win, 6-0, 6-0.
D an K anow th, R asid
Mahmood and John Morolis all
playedexceptionally and won their
singles matches. Whitehead came

backto snag a victory in his doubles
m atch w ith p artn e r M o ro lis.
Cuomo and Kanowth also played
to win in their singles match along
with Jeff and Craig O ’Connell.
P d ln er thinks that "the team
can take the conference this year."
According to Cuomo, "this
is the best talent MSC has had in at
least the last four years."
The Red Hawks have two
m atches scheduled this week.
They're home today against Ups ala
at 3:30 p.m. Then on Saturday,
they'll hit the road to battle Rutgers
Camden at 1 p.m.

The thrill of victory and the agony of a timeout
A thrill is defined as some
thing that causes a sudden sharp
feeling of excitement.
Dean Smith and his North
Carolina Tar Heels experienced
this on Monday night when they
won a National Championship by
defeating the Michigan Wolver
ines, 77-71 at The Louisiana
Superdome.
After being dubbed by most
observers as the least likely o f the
Final Four teams to win it all, North
Carolina, led by sophomore guard
Donald Williams and senior for
ward George Lynch proved its
doubters wrong.
There always seemed to be a
team that was supposed to beat the
Tar Heels. First it was Cincinnati
in the Elite Eight. Nothing doing.
Then it was Kansas in the Final
Four. Again North Carolina re
sponded with an,"I think not!"

L astly, it was alm ighty
Michigan. There's no way the Fab
Five would be denied for the sec
ond straight year, right? "Guess
again," said the determined Tar
Heels. At last, 11 years later, Dean
Smith finally won his second Na
tional Championship.
Agony is defined as the feel
ing of intense pain of the mind or
body. That was certainly the feel
ing in Wolverineland on Monday
night. Chris Webber's attempted
time out call with :11 remaining in
the game crushed the hopes and
dreams of Michigan.
True, Michigan would not
have been in the NCAA Final with
out Webber. The star forward has
proved time and time again that
he's the real deal. And of course,
he's destined for NBA stardom,
fame and riches. But in a crucial
situation in the most important

game of his life, he had a mental
lapse and costed his team an op
portunity to win what every col
lege basketball player dreams of.
Whether people were yelling at
him to call timeout is irrelevant.
He should've known what to do in
that situation.
Actually, Webber's blunder
served justice because he walked
on the other end of the floor before
he crossed midcourt and called a
timeout in the comer.
Webber shouldn't fret over
this too much because if this is the
worst thing that happens to him, he
will have led a charmed existence.
As for North Carolina, the
thrill of victory will not last too
much longer. Soon enough it will
be back to the drawing board for
next season. But at least they had
what the song says, One Shining
Moment.

Journalism at Montclair State
Presents:
Filip Bondy, sports writer at The
New York Times:

MSC Sports Schedule
Thursday, April 8:
Softball (aw ay) vs Stockton State, 3 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Baseball (aw ay) v s. Raroapo C ollege, 3:30 pan.

Men's tennis (home) vs. Upsala, 3:30 p.m.
Friday, April 9;
Baseball (hom e) vs. College, o f Staten Island, 3:30 pan,
Saturday, April 10:

Baseball (away) vs. Kean College, noon (Doubleheader)
Softball (home) vs. William Paterson, noon (Doubleheader)
Men's tennis (away) vs. Rutgers Camden, I pan.
Men's arid women's outdoortrack and field, (away)
>:
The Howard Relays at Howard University, TBA
Tuesday, April 13:
Baseball (away) vs. Rutgers U m W m ty at New Brunswick,
3 p.m.
Softball (away)y s i Rowan College, 3 p.m. (Doubleheader)
Wednesday, April 14::
Lacrosse (away) vs. Albany College, 3t30pan.
Thursday, April 15:

Softball(away) vs. Hunter College, 3 p m . (Doubleheader)
Baseball (home) vs. William Paterson, 3:30 p in . :
-All home baseball games are played at Pittser Field.
-All home softball games are played a t the Q uany Pielda. ;
'-All home lacrosse games are: played atSprague Field,

In the bleachers...

"The Alchemy o f
Sports Writing:
Home Runs Into
Literature"
-A reporter who has covered the Olympic
Games, the New York Knicks, the New York
Rangers and the Boston Celtics talks about
sports writing as an art.
-Monday, April 26 at 12 p.m. in the Student
Center's Room 411.
-Journalism minors and all students welcome.

“ ... You heard me. I’m sickof sitting on the bench.
Now put me in and no one gets hurt.”

Men's tennis excels
under new coach...2í

Fetnnle track stars

Lacrosse gearing up
for tourney push + 21

A View From The
Pressbdix.
23

speak ou t------ ...21
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Red Hawks grab
pair behind big bats
by Brian Faizarano
The U.S. Postal Service de
livers during snow, sleet, hail and
rain. The MSC baseball team de
livered after the rain.
Despite being inactive for 12
days since their California trip, the
Red Hawks came out white-hot. In
opening their NJAC schedule, MSC
defeated two of their main rivals,
Trenton State and Rutgers Newark,
running their current winning streak
to three games.

Baseball
MSC (9-2. 2-0 NJAC)
won a squeaker over Rutgers New
ark, Monday at Pittser Field. Rob
DiLaurenzio started things off in
the eighth with a double and moved
to th ird on sh o rtstop Tony
Martinez’s sacrifice bunt. Senior
rightfielder Joe Critelli, who wasO
for 3 at that point, singled home
DiLaurenzio with the game win
ning ran in the eighth. ThenCritelli
stole second and came around on
John Pallino’s (3 for 4) single, a
scorcher to right field, producing
the final outcome. "Joe will knock
in many key runs for us this year",
stated head coach Norm Schoenig
of his co-captain.

Things started off fa irly well,
with MSC taking a 3-0 lead after
three innings. The Bulldogs then
proceededtoscore two in the fourth,
one in the sixth, and two in the
seventh, capped off by Frank
LaCapra’s two-run homer.
MSC then came to the plate
and could have folded quicker than
the World League of American
Football. That would have been
the easy thing to do. However,
quitting was not on the RedHawks'
agenda.
MSC took the game back,
knocking on the door with two in
the seventh, then kicking it down
with the two in the eighth. Frank
Dippold (3-0, 3.07 ERA) got the
victory, pitching 2 1/3 innings in
the process. Catcher Mike Micucci
and designated hitter Ralph Yezza
also added two hits apiece.
Sunday’s game with Trenton
State was nearly as easy as breath
ing, as the Red Hawks banged out
17 hits in their NJAC opener, mas
sacring the Lions, 18-6 in Ewing
Township.
MSC was never challenged,
as after the fourth inning, the Red
Hawks garnered a 9-3 lead.
Left hander Drew Yocum
pitched six innings, giving up four
hits, walking three and fanning five,
improving to 2-0 after two con

secutive no-decisions.
But the way the Red
Hawks
hit,
Drew
Barrymore could have
won.
Micucci and sopho
more first basemen Jason
Scavalla each had four
hits. Scavalla had two
doubles, while Micucci
drove home tworuns with
three singles and a double.
Yezza also had an
impressive game. Yezza,
yet another sophomore,
had two hits, including a
solo homer, and three
RBI. Junior transfer Senior rightfielder Joe Critelli had the gamewinning hit in Red Hawks'
Gerrard Tenebruso also 7-5 win over Rutgers Newark on Monday afternoon at Pittser Field.
added a solo blast.
These wins would impress
The way MSC has been base percentage (.509), RBI (15),
any coach. Schoenig is no differ playing, opponents can expect hits (17) and tied in HR’s with
ent. "We were ready to play, as we similar showers in the future.
Yezza (2)...Yezza leads in slug
should have been," observed
RED HAWK NOTES... ging
percentage
(.6 8 6 ),
Schoenig of his team. "We prac Of the nine games won this sea DiLaurenzio in stolen bases (8),
ticed well all week, so I knew we son, all have come courtesy of Dippold in games (6) and wins (3),
would play well," added the sixth- three three-gam e w inning Chris Rampone in ERA (0.59),
year coach.
streaks... Dippold has won every Yocum in strikeouts (23), and T J .
That is not all that he is other game in the the past five Costello in innings (22)...MSC has
pleased with. Depth, as expected, games... The Red Hawks are 5-2 left 106 runner son base, compared
is proving fruitful. "We have used vs. left handed starters, while to 87 by their opponents. How
14 to 16 guys, each of which gives they're 4-0 against righties.. John ever, they are hitting .305 as a team
us a chance to win any ballgame," Pallino leads in virtually every and have outscored opponents by
Schoenig said bluntly. Our pi ayera major offensive category. Among an 81-57 margin, winning each
know that they could be starting at those categories are batting aver game by an average of four runs
any time," he added.
age (.405), total bases (26), on- per game.

MSC splits doubleheader with Georgian Court
Winners of 11 of last 13 playing well as conference season draws near
by Keith A. Idee
The question was rather ob
vious. Would a 10 day layoff be
tween games help knock the MSC
softball team out of a groove that
had allowed the Red Hawks to win
eight of their first nine games?
The answer was even more
obvious. An emphatic no!

Softball

Sue Tiedemann, a junior rightfielder, anticipates a pitched ball
during MSC's twin bill with Georgian Court on Tuesday.

Despite having their eightgame winning streak ended by
Georgian Court in the first game of
a doubleheader on Tuesday, the
RedHawks are currently 10-1 and
eager to start up conference play.
Georgian Court, ranked No.
20 nationally in NAIA, took ad
vantage of MSCs uncharacteristi
cally poor defense in the first game.
The Red Hawks committed a sea
son-high six errors as they dropped
a 6-1 decision. Georgian Court
received a superb effort from

pitcher Stacey Matcuk(6-0), who
allowed just seven hits and is
sued only one walk.
Head coach Anita Kubicka
seemed sure that the defensive
lapse was only temporary. "This
was our worst defensive game of
the season. But we hadn't played
on our own field all year," said the
third-year coach.
MSC responded to the loss
in solid fashion by defeating Geor
gian Court, 4-1. The Red Hawks
victory handed their non-confer
ence foe its first loss of the sea
son. Junior catcher K risti
Kuchinski ripped her third home
run of the season and senior
centerfielder Krissi Kressler had
an RBI single to lead the Red
Hawks.
Kubicka was pleased with
her team's ability to bounce back.
"They're a quality team, so this
was a good test for us. We picked
it up in the second game," she
said.
Prior to this doubleheader,

the Red Hawks returned to action
on Sunday after a 10-day layoff to
play the MSC Classic at Sprague
Field. That's right, Sprague Field.
Due to the poor conditions at the
Quarry Fields, MSC was forced to
use the football field in order to get
the four-team tournament played.
MSC won the tournament
for the first time since its inception
four years ago. The Red Hawks
pounded out 28 hits as they de
feated defeated Bridgewater State,
10-2 in the first game and edged
Cortland State, 8-7 in the final of
the Classic.
The tournament marked the
first time that softball games were
played on the turf o f Sprague Field.
While the experience was
understandably different, the
games were not heavily affected
by the turf. Other than just a couple
o f odd bounces, "the tournament
on the turf" went rather smoothly.
MSC returned to The Quarry
Fields for the Georgian Court
games.

